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ABSTRACT

Since 1907, scholars have suggested that the Medjay of the Egyptian textual and artistic record may be equated with the Pan-Grave
archaeological culture. There are various circumstantial reasons far this connection, but typically it has been argued that they were either both
mercenaries during the wars ofthe Second Intermediate Period, or that they originated in the same area in the Eastern Desert. This article
argues against the connection between the Medjay and the Pan-Grave primarily because there is no way to equate these two groups as
mercenaries, nor is there reason to believe that the Pan-Grave had any presence in the Eastern Desert. The author asks scholars to reconsider
the archaeological evidence behind these received ideas that were established by ethnic categories in Egyptian texts.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1907, but especially since 1966, Egypcologists and some
ocher archaeologists have directly associated the textual and
artistic evidence for the Medjay with the Pan-Grave archaeological
culture. Since chat time new contradictory evidence has come co
light and the theory behind the methodology used co make the
association has been severely criticized. Nevertheless, scholars
have reified the association in their work to such an extent chat
they often use the evidence from one or the other group to write
historical narratives about both groups. This paper will 1) review
how chis connection was originally formed in scholarship, 2) point
out problems with chis received framework, and 3) briefly suggest
the possibility chat the Pan-Grave archaeological culture should
primarily be associated with the Nile Valley, instead of the Eastern
Desert. 1
Evidence for Medja-land or the Medjay-people of the
Egyptian textual and artistic record exists from Dynasty 6 through
the end of the New Kingdom, and possibly lacer. 2 Over chat time,
the meaning of the word Medjay in Egyptian changed. From the
Old Kingdom through the Second Intermediate Period, it likely
referred co pastoral nomads from the Eastern Desert, east of Lower
Nubia. Like ocher itinerant peoples living in a harsh desert
environment, we can assume chat these people were symbiotically
connected co the sedentary populations of the Nile Valley. They
probably often traded with each other, raided their settlements, or
received employment-sometimes as soldiers-in the Nile Valley.

I

I

Ethnographic parallels demonstrate chat up co half of any
generation of these pastoral nomads may move permanencly co
nearby sedentary communities and begin to acculturate. 3 This too
may have been the case for the people called the Medjay in chis
early period.
Evidence for the Medjay during the New Kingdom is
substantially different from chat of the earlier periods. For the
textual records chat we have ofMedjay at chis time, the majority of
references no longer denotes people from the Eastern Desert.
Instead, the word Medjay refers to an elite Egyptian desert patrol
who guarded areas of Pharaonic interest, such as capital cities,
royal combs and temples, and the borders of Egypt. The fluid
identity of the Medjay will be examined elsewhere.4 Suffice it co
say, scholars have applied several of these analyses of the Medjay co
their interpretations of the Pan-Grave archaeological culture.
Unlike the evidence for the Medjay, chat for the Pan-Grave
archaeological culture primarily exists from contexts dating co the
Late Middle Kingdom through the Second Intermediate Period.
Although the archaeological sequence at Elephantine may
preserve evidence prior co the Late Middle Kingdom, 5 the PanGrave seem co have appeared rapidly throughout the rest ofU pper
Egypt and Lower Nubia only at chat time (Figure 1). Similarly, the
majority of evidence for the Pan-Grave seems co disappear
suddenly at the end of the Second Intermediate Period, when it
seems either to have been replaced by evidence for the Kerma
archaeological culture 6 or incorporated into changing
archaeological traditions in Lower Nubia.7 In the past, scholars
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have suggested that the P,m-Grave appear for reasons of
immigration md disappear from the archaeological record for
reasons of acculturation.8 However, other explanations arc
possible.
In addition to a few denuded settlements or campsites/ the
Pan-Grave archaeological culture is primarily known from their
ccmcccrics which appear mostly in U ppcr Ei,')'pt and Lower Nubia,
buc they may have a larger range from possibly Qasr cs-Sagha in the
North co the Third Cataract in the South (Figure l). 10 Pan-Grave
ceramics have an even hrger range appe,tring from the Fourth
Cataract in the south co Tell el-Daba in the north as well as at
several locations in the Eastern and W csccrn Deserts. 11 Similarly,
Pan-Grave ceramics are integrated in small quantities into almost
every locus of a substantial number of contemporary Egyptian
settlement sites. 12
The Pan-Grave arch,teologic.J culture is similar to that of the
contemporary C-Group and Kenna cultures in terms of much of
their mortuary remains and material culture. The C-Group and
Kerma both have circular, lined tombs, like the Pan-Grave. All
three cultures can use tombs with superstructures. 13 All three
cultures incorporate fauna! remains, like skulls, in ,md around
their human graves. Some of these fauna! remains may also
represent a funerary meal. 11 This tendency may indicate that they
all practiced a form of pascoralist economy. And all three groups
have h,mdm,tde pottery chat exhibit a lot ofvari,ttion in decoration
and fabric. All have vessels decorated with the black ,md red slip
techniques, heavy burnish, sometimes oxidized firing, and often
diagonal or geometric incised decoration on the exterior. 15
Nevertheless, three major differences exist between the PanGrave and both the C-Group and Kenna cultures. First, unlike
ceramics associated with the Pan-Grave culture, which includes
open forms exclusively, both the C-Group and Kenna cultures
have dosed forms in their pottery corpus. 16 Second, the C-Group
and Kenna cultures seem co have a much longer history than the
Pan-Grave. We can see chem archaeologically from the mid to lace
Old Kingdom to the early or mid New Kingdom. Moreover, the
C-Group and Kerma cultures exhibit several stages of internal
phasing and archaeologic,J change during chat millennium, 17
while the Pan-Grave archaeological culture is around for a mere
250 years and does not appear co exhibit internal phasing (besides
possible intermediate stages of acculturation cowards rectangular
shaped tombs thought to be Egyptian in stylc).18 Third, the PanGrave archaeological culture extends further north than the CGroup, whose culture spans primarily from Hierakonpolis to the
Third Cataract, 19 and Kerma, from the Semna Gorge co the
Fourth or Fifth Cataract.20
It is important also to note chat chc Pan-Grave, C-Group, and
Kerma cultures also exhibit substantial internal differences in their
architeccunt! form ,md m,tcerial culture, even ,tmong their own
sites. For example, when we look at Pan-Grnve ceramics, both the
decoration and mixtures of temper differ from those even at sites
fairly close to one ocher.21 Similarly, some Pan-Grave combs have
various types of superscruccures, while ochers do not include one
at all. 22 Aaron de Souza's ongoing work reev,Juating the Pan-

Grnve points co multiple Pan-Grnve traditions. 2·\ These types of
internal differences also occur ,tmong C-Group and Kenna
culturcs.21
The similarities among these three material cultures and th e
differences evident within them beg the question: How much are
we beholden co our established typologies? The mt! problem with
the divisions among Pan-Grave, C-Group, and Kenna may not be
how archaeologists diagnose differences in their individual
archaeological culcures, but rather how they have felt compelled to
classify their finds (often awkw,trdly) inco one of these three
categories.25 The more generic classifirncion of i\1iddfe iVubian
does help relieve some of these problem,uic categorizations. 26 Yet
1\fiddle Nubian docs not help explain why there is so much
variation within each of these archaeological cultures. The
seeming lack of difference among some aspects of these material
cultures is exacerbated when we arc dealing with individual
ceramics, rather than cemeteries or tombs. Sometimes ceramicists
gee into extensive debates about which cultures individual sherds
are from; these types of arguments concerning incised sherds at
Tell cl-Daba have even spurred on a recent conference designed
specifically co address che problematic identification of Nubian
ceramics in Egypt.27 In short, the Pan-Grave seem to be the same
and yet different at each site, and they seem co be the same and yet
different from che Kenna and C-Group. Bue where and why do
we draw chc lines of division in our typologies? And how do these
classifications predispose our understanding of Pan-Grave
identity? As we will see, the Pan-Grave identity and its association
with the Eastern Desert has in chis ,vay been intertwined with the
Mcdjay.
SCHOLARSHIP'S

FORMATION

OF

THE

CONNECTION

BETWEEN THE MEDJAY AND THE PAN-GRAVE

The problem with identifying who is represented by the PanGrave archaeological culture has been complicated because of their
equation in scholarship with the Medjay of the Egyptian textual
record. Flinders Petrie first identified the Pan-Grave as a distinct
group in Egypt, when he discovered a cemetery at Hu in 1899.28 A
mere eight years after Pctric's discovery, in 1907, Arthur Wcigall
made chc earliest connection between chc Mcdjay and chc PanGrave.29 Although several scholars over the lase century have
supported the connection, it is important to examine how and
when each link in their chain of reasoning was made because the
links direccly reflect the archaeologic.J and texcu,J knowledge at
chat time as well as current trends in archaeological thought. Even
though scholars have posited almost 30 different reasons for the
connection between the Medjay and the Pan-Grave, their
arguments vary in quality, and much of the evidence is
circumstanti,J; only the key arguments will be discussed below.'30
In forging chis first link between the Pan-Grave and Mcdjay,
W eigall emphasized that both seem to have been members of" a
warlike race" who worked as mercenaries for the Egyptians. 11 In
1907 entire groups of people were considered co be predisposed
biologically coward certain physiological and psychological craits.32
Moreover, Weigall had first been introduced to the Pan-Grave by
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Map of Egypt, Nubia, and the Red Sea showing locations mentioned in the text and known Pan-Grave
ccmcccrics. Map made by Bryan Kraemer.
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his teacher, Flinders Petrie, who emphasized cheir racial
characteristics as distinctive from those of the Egyptians. 33
\Vcigall observed chat the Medjay appeared "warlike" in two
texts: the Biography ofWeni the Elder from Dynasty 6, in which
che Egyptians brought several Nubian groups to help fight the
sand-dwellers in Sinai,34 and the depictions of Medjay troops
protecting Akhcnaten in the Tomb ofMehu at Amarna. 35 Despite
the millennium between these sources and several other nonwarlike references to the Medjay chat contradict this
interpretation, che evidence was enough in 1907 for Weigall co
argue th,tc the Medjay were ,t "warlike race." W eigall argued chat
chc Pan-Grave were "warlike" tlrst because of the presence ofl>:111Grave pottery in a fortress at Elkab. 16 Then, in his subsequent
survey of "all the great fortresses" of Lower Nubia including
Kuban, Aniba, Koshcameh, and ochers as part of the
Archaeological Survey of Nubi,t, he found what he thought was
"Pan-Grave" pottery in all of them.37 This was sufficient to him to
demonstrate the Pan-Grave's "warlike" traits. He seems to have
assumed that fortresses were useful only to people who were
inherently "warlike." Moreover, another major problem with
W eigall's survey of P,m-Grave ceramics was chat ic occurred before
scholars lil(c George Andrew Reisner or Gerald Wainwright had
archaeologically dctlncd chc C-Group and Kenna culturcs.'8 Thus,
Weigall's "Pan-Grave" ceramics included sherds from all three
arch,teological cultures. Because lacer evidence demonstrated
W eigall's miscategorizacions of the pottery, most scholars did not
accept his equation completely.
Finally, to connect the Pan-Grave to the Medjay, Weigall
drew attention to the ledge shrine at Gebel Agg in Lower Nubia.
This family shrine, dating co the middle or end of Dynasty 18,
depicts a man name Humay who has chc title "Medjay of his
Majcsty."·\9 At chc base of the ledge of this shrine, \Veiga!! noted
chat "Pan-Grave" pottery was found. Thus, because the two pieces
of evidence were in such close spatial (not necessarily
stratigraphic) proximiry, he again drew a connection between the
Medjay an<l the Pan-Gravc.40
The next set of scholars who linked the Medjay to the PanGrave archaeological culture also argued chat the Pan-Grave and
the Mcdjay were mercenaries, especially <luring chc war of chc
Second Intermediate Period. However, chis group turned to
objects in Pan-Grave tombs, rather than pottery finds, to
demonstrate their "warlike nature." In 1920, Gerald Wainwright
first drew attention to weapons, such as axes, archery wrist guards,
and arrows found in their combs at Balabish and Rifeh; 41 which
several other scholars subscquencly noce<l at ocher sites too.
Similarly, in 1961, Anthony Arkell pointed out the ox skull found
in a Pan-Grave tomb from Moscagedda chat depicts a soldier
painted black, holding a shield and axe, and displaying a nonEgyptian rnune; he ,trgued that chis Pan-Gr,tve man was a
mercenary for the Eh,yptian army.42 Manfred llietak also noted the
axe from Mostagedda Tomb 3135 chat was inscribed with the
cartouche of the Egyptian king, Nebmaatre.H However,
Wainwright ,md others at this time, did not contrast the amount
of weapons in Pan-Grave combs co contemporary C-Group,

Kerm,t, or Egyptian combs co demonstrate chat the P,m-Grave
were more "warlil(e" than che ocher contemporary cultures.
The most convincing arpuncncs were presented by T orgny
Siive-Soderbergh in 1941. He was the first to note the reference to
the skilled "Bowmen of the Medjay" in the Kamose scela, who are
mentioned as fighting for the Thebans at the end of the Second
Inccrmcdiacc Pcriod. 44 Save-Soderbcrgh then mapped chc known
Pan-Grave cemeteries in Upper E1,,ypt and demonstrated that they
inhabited the same area that the Theban Dynasts controlled:
Aswan co Cus,te.45 Pan-Grave cemeteries have been found far
south of chis distribution, with a concentration around the Second
and Third Cacaracts46; one may also lie co the north at Qasr clSagha (Figure 1).17 Siive-Soderbergh also hypothesized chat PanGrave people muse have immigrated to Egypt en masse when the
Egyptians lost control of Lower Nubia at the end of the Middle
Kingdom. 48 As a result, scholars today still use a theory of largescale migration co explain the ,tppearance of the P,m-Grave
material culture within the traditional boundaries of Egypc.49
Despite anthropological theory demonstrating that migration and
conquest are not the only reasons for material culture to appear or
disappear, 50 this explanation for the appearance of the Pan-Grave
in Egypt h,ts been questioned only in the lase few years.51
By 1966 many scholars were influenced by chc argument chat
the Pan-Grave was chc same as che Mcdjay because chcy were both
mercenaries. However, the identification was not yet taken as a
certainty. Then Manfred Biecal('s study of Sayala forged another
Medjay-Pan-Grave link. lnste,td of focusing on their apparent
connection as mercenaries, Bietak stressed chat they both
originated from the same location in the Eastern Desert, east of
Lower Nubia.52 Bietak's work co nvinced generations of scholars.
No one questioned the connection for a long time afterwards, even
if individual scholars tweaked his general ideas and added other
circumstantial reasons to support his arguments. 5'3
Signitlcanc to Biecal( was the idencitlcacion of a homeland for
the Medjay. By the time of his study in 1966, several scholars
working on textual references to Medja-land and the Medjaypcoplc <luring chc Old Kingdom through the Second Intermediate
Period had demonstrated fairly conclusively that the Egyptians
considered Medja-land to be in the Eastern Desert, in the greater
area ofWadi Allaqi and Wadi Gabgaba. They had determined chis
location principally from evidence in the Semna Dispatches, the
location of Ibhet in che Eastern Desert, references to products
acquired in the Eastern Desert coming from the Mcdjay-pcoplc,
and the location of Serra East, named xsf-MDAyw, "Repelling-theMedjay," being on the East Bank of the Nile in Lower Nubia. 54
The conclusions of these scholars are still accepted today. ss Bietak
addressed some of their ideas in his work, but he focused more on
his own reasons for che Pan-Grave's coming from che Eastern
Desert. Although he presented several arguments, only the most
convincing ones will be summarized here.
First, as pare of the N ubian Salvage Campaign, Bietak
excavated two small Pan-Grave cemeteries and two small C-Group
cemeteries at Sayala. From preliminary physical anthropological
data of the skeletons, he noted chat the Pan-Grave skeletons
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seemed co be of a "Negrid Race," while che C-Group were of a
"Europid Race." He also pointed om that che Pan-Grave skeletons
were significantly taller and more robust than the C-Group
skeletons. Ocher factors for chis difference like diet or gene-flow
were not considered. Bietak suggested chat they would have made
excellent mercen,tries or security guards (like che Medjay) because
of their increased size.56 llccausc chc C-Group skeletons seemed so
different from chc Pan-Grave, he suggested that the C-Group were
indigenous people of the Nile Valley and chat the Pan-Grave came
from elsewhere; he assumed che Eastern Desert of Sudan. 57
Despite this being the only substantial osteological study
conducted on Pan-Grave skeletons to this day, other scholars have
applied these results to Pan-Grave skeletons throughout Egypt
and Nubia.58 Nevertheless, a detailed study of the Sayala skeletons
was compieced in 1984 chat suggested a contrary conclusion, chat
che Pan-Grave from S,tyala originated in che Western Desert and
were a mix of the "Negrid Race" and che "Paleoeuropid Race."59
These results have not been integrated into the received narrative
about the Pan-Grave.
Second, Bietak hypothesized that the Pan-Grave people came
from che Eastern Desert, in ,md co che ease ofW,tdi Allaqi, based
on evidence visible in chc Nile Valley. Noting that there was a
substantial concentration of Pan-Grave cemeteries on the low
desert near the entrance into the Wadi Allaqi, he assumed that this
was the entrance co their homehnd.60 Although there were PanGrave cemeteries equally distributed on the East and West Banks
of the Nile, llietak argncd that Pan-Grave people crossed over to
the West Bank only to acquire other resources like food. His
observation was based on a contemporary ethnographic parallel to
Ktscern Desert pastoral nomads crossing the Nile with cheir
hcrds.61 But, even if che bearers of the Pan-Grave culture crossed
chc Nile co acquire resources, chis theory docs not explain why they
would choose to be buried on that side. Presumably, Pan-Grave
people were buried near their homes.62
Third, Bietak then sought to find evidence for the Pan-Grave
in the Eastern Desert. Unfortunately, by 1966 no one had yet
surveyed this region because of the difficulty of access and its
extreme climace.61 Thus, Bietak had to privilege scatters of sherds
with Pan-Grave a.fflnities that appeared along the Red Sea coast.
For instance, he pointed to Arkell's description of sherds that
seemed similar co Pan-Grave pottery at the sites of Khor Arbaat
and Erkowic. Bietak listed them as evidence among Pan-Grave
sites on chat side of the Eastern Desert, buc he was unable to verify
what the sherds looked like since they were not published. 64
Crowfoot also had discovered and published photographs of
sherds ac Kassala in 1928 chat exhibited similar decoration co char
found on Pan-Grave shcrds.61 Based on these shcrd scatters along
chc Red Sea coast and chc extensive Pan-Grave cemeteries in the
Nile Valley near the Wadi Allaqi, Bietak argued chat the area in
between these two locations, i.e. che Eastern Desert, was their
homeland. Their movements throughout the region supposedly
rcfkcccd chc pastoral nomadic migration patterns of the PanGrave people.66

The theory of mass migration also entered significancly into
Biecak's study. To fit his evidence and hypotheses into a larger
narrative, llictak explained that the Pan-Grave must have cried to
migrate into the Nile Valley for years, possibly during times of
7
starvation and environmental stress in the Eastern Deserc/; Only
once the Egyptians lost control of Lower Nubia in the mid co lace
Middle Kingdom, did they move to that region. \'vhcn the
E1:,,yptian government of che Middle Kingdom declined in E1:,,ypt,
the Pan-Grave moved north en masse, supposedly emptying the
desert of many inhabicants.68 Thus, Bietak co mposed a narrative
from his evidence chat constituted a "culture-history." This kind
of approach was more widely ,tccepted as legitimate in 1966.69
However, in the last 50 years, newer archaeological theory,
including both the "New Archaeology" and Posc-Processual
movements, has demonstrated the flaws inherent in the culturehistory argument.7u
In addition to changes in the cheoretic.J perspectives since
1966, surveys eventually were made in the Eastern Desert in the
area that Bictal( identified as the Pan-Grave homeland.
Approximately 15 years after Biecak's theories about che origin of
the Pan-Grave, a few long-term archaeological projects began
along the Red Se,t in che Southern Atbai region: the Buc,ma
Archaeological Project and the Italian Archaeological Mission, led
by Rudolfo Fattovich.
These projects uncovered two
archaeological cultures known as the Gash Group and the
Mokram Group. The Gash Group appears to coincide with the
Old Kingdom to che Second lntermedi,tte Period and the
Mokram group overlaps with chc New Kingdom.71 Following
Biecak, in several studies from 1987-1991 , Karim Sadr argues that
the decoration and surface treatment of Pan-Grave ceramics in the
Nile Valley is very similar co that of Mokram ceramics in che
Southern Atbai, 800-1000 kilometers southeast of the Wadi
Allaqi along the Red Sea. Based solely on similarities in decoration
(rather chan fabric, inclusions, or sources of clay), Sadr argued chat
the Mokram Group was culturally related co the Pan-Grave
Group.72 He suggested chat Pan-Grave pastoral nomads of the
Eastern Desert conquered the Gash Group in the Southern Atbai,
once they were no longer welcome in the Nile Valley, around the
beginning of the Egyptian New Kingdom, c. 1500 BCE.;; le
should be noted, however, chat Sadr did not compare decoration
found on the Kerma or C -Group ceramics to chat in the Southern
Acbai, nor did he compare the decoration of Pan-Grave ceramics
in the Nile Valley to ocher cultural groups' ceramics !il(c chose in
Butana or the Jebel Moya culture, both of which exhibit similar
decorative techniques.74
A century after W eigall had first suggested che connection
between the Pan-Grave archaeological culture and the Mcdjay of
the E1:,,ypcian texcual record, the Mcdjay-Pan-Grave connection
had eryscalized largely through the works of Save-Soderbergh,
Biecak, and Sadr. Yet there h,tve been ,t few dissenting voices.
Most significantly in 2009, Hans Barnard reminded us first ofthe
chronological problem chat Medjay texcual references exist for
hundreds of years longer than the Pan-Grave archaeological
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culture, which was originally noted by Bruce Williams in 1975.75
In contradiction to the established model, Barnard doubted that
Pan-Grave material culture "went in and out of fashion," because
mortuary traditions are part of an ethnic identity, which typically
do not change quickly. Second, he noted that the Pan-Grave
cemeteries Lty on both the East and West Banks of the Nile, chat
chcy do not appear in chc Eastern Desert, and that the pottery
sherds that arc similar co Pan-Grave ceramics in chc Kassala region
belong to the Mokram Group. Third, he did not think that the
word Medjay could directly correhte co an ethnic, political, or
cultural enriry. In doing so, he implies that the Pan-Grave
arch,teological culture would differ. Lastly, he stated chat one
cannot connect the Pan-Grave with chc Medjay, specifically,
instead of ocher nomadic groups like the aAmw Hryw Sa, jwntyw
and more who appear in the Egyptian texts.76 While Barnard's
expressed doubts were not conclusive, subsequent scholarship has
not addressed them. In some cases, the connection was still
defended despite Barnard's objeccions.77
PROBLLvlS WffH THE SUPPOSED CONNECH01' BE"J'\VEE!'-; "!HE
MEDJAY Ai'JD THE PA1'-GRAVE

As seen above, three primary reasons for chc connection
between chc Mcdjay of chc E6'YPtian textual record and chc PanGrave archaeological culture have been asserted: 1) both groups
supposedly worked as mercerntries during the war of the Second
lncermedi,tte Period; 2) both groups supposedly originated in the
same area of the Eastern Desert, cast of Lower Nubia; and 3) a
textual reference to a Medjay is found in close proximity to Pan•
Grave pottery at Gebel Agg. Many of the reasons for the
connection between the Medjay and the Pan-Grave met the
standards of historical ar6'llmcnt current at the time they
originated. Weigall and Save-Siiderbergh a11,'lled for biological
predispositions of races, a manner of historical reasoning which
had much acceptance in the first half of the twentieth century.
Additionally, Bietak wrote a narrative along the lines ofa "culture·
history," a style of arp1mcnt chat was very common during the mid
twentieth cencury.78 For issues ofethnicity and cultural identity in
archaeology, however, these forms of analysis no longer seem
reliable,79 and outmoded methodological approaches aside, several
other archaeological reasons exist to question the connection.
In 1966, when Biecak posed his theory about how the PanGrave had originated in the Eastern Desert of Sudan, no one had
yet surveyed that area. However, in the last 25 years, several
archaeological surveys have been conducted in this region.80 In
particular, the surveys conducted by K,trim S,tdr and the Centro
Riccrche sul Deserto Orientale (CeRDO) sought out Pan-Grave
material specifically. 81 Unfortunacdy, no smvey of chis region has
found more than a small amount of Pan-Grave sherds on the
surface. Moreover, approximately equal amounts of sherds
belonging co the C-Group, Kenna culture, G,tsh Group, and
Mokram Group were also found on chc surface.8 2 None of these
sherd scatters can speak to large populations ofindigenous pastoral

nomads in the Eastern Desert. After the surveys, Karim Sadr
stated:
Also surprising is the enigmatic absence of the Pan-Grave
culture. Considered to signify the ancient Beja of the 2nd
millennium BC ..., che Nubian Desert should have been
littered with pan-graves. Their absence was also noted in
the E6')'ptian Eastern Desert... , suggesting that the time
may have come to rethink our notions about this
archaeological culture.81
Additionally, chc pottery with Pan-Grave affinities chat
Bietak used as evidence for their existence in the Eastern Desert
actually belongs to the Mokram Group. Crowfoot had even found
them with other sherds chat belong to the Gash Group.8' And
despite Sadr's previous ,trguments that the Mokram Group and
the Pan-Grave have such similarities chat they should be
considered chc same archaeological culture, chat cannot be the
case. Incised line-decorations are found in pottery traditions in
many parts of the Upper Nile Valley and outlying regions, and
through several periods. Numerous archaeological cultures dating
from 5000 BCE co 1000 CE, including those at Jebd Moya,
Butana, the Atbai, and many other places throughout
northeastern Africa, exhibit similar decorations.8' A Bddados
recendy reexamined the decorations on ceramics from Agordat co
show their diverse connections with m,my cultures in northeast
Africa.86 As Barry Kemp pointed out:
The similarity (between Pan-Grave and Mokram sherds ac
Kassala) is not apparendy one of total culture, only of
selected individual traits in pottery decoration, and thus
not necessarily of immediate relevance in view of the
widely dispersed and long-lasting pottery traditions of
north-east Africa. 87
In short, there is no archaeological evidence for the PanGrave in the Eastern Desert of Sudan or along the Sudanese Red
Sea coast chat can demonstrate chat this region had a
concentration of people from a contemporary period for which it
would constitute a homeland. 88
In fact, there is a greater distribution of Pan-Grave sherds in
the Egyptian Eastern Desert and Red Sea coast, far north ofwhat
the Egyptians called Medja-land. Small quantities of Pan-Grave
sherds were found at Bir Abraq/ 9 M ersa G,tw,tsis,90 and Gebel elZcit.91 T he sherds at Mcrsa Gawasis arc of particular interest
because they were found throughout this Egyptian site along with
a similar small quantity of C-Group and Kerma sherds. Andrea
Manzo has argued that the Egyptians running chis site employed
members of all three Nubian groups co work there, each ofwhom
brought their own cooking ceramics and ocher supplies.92
According to this reasoning, Mersa Gawasis was not a ho meland
of the Pan-Grave. The distribution of Pan-Grave, C-Group, and
Kerm,t ceramics at Mersa G,tw,tsis is substantially different from
the distribution of Gash Group and Mokram Group ceramics
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Figure 2: Map of che greater Abydos region marking where Pan-Grave evidence has been found. Map made by Bryan Kraemer.

there, which arc relegated to specific areas. The distribution ofthe
latter indicates that they may only he present due to tradc.y_;
Moreover, Pan-Grave sherd scatters are nut confined tu the
deserts on che ease side of che Nile. There is also a comparable
amount of }>an-Grave pottery found in the Egyptian \Vesccrn
Desert at places like Ralac,94 the Kharga Oasis/5 Umm Mawagir,96
and Qasr d-Sagha.97 Excavators working in the \X1estern Desert
also explain chat this pottery appears in small quantities and may
indicate Nubians working for the Egyptians, rather than
permanently living in the regiun. 98 Essentially, there is an
approximately equal small amount of Pan-Grave ceramics in both
the [astern and Western Deserts of Egypt. And none of the PanGrave cer.unks in tither 101.:ation seems to indicate a
concentration chat might point co an associated indigenous PanGrave population. This distribution also reflects the almost equal
amount of Pan-Grave 1:emeteries am! 1:eramics on both tht: Eastern
and \Vestern sides of the Nile in the Nile ValleyY9 The Pan-Grave
archaeological culwre straddles the Nile equally.
\"v'e should not privilege scatters ofsherds in either desert over
the sherds in the Nile Valley. Pan-Grave pottery is present tu a
small extent in the majority of Egyptian settlements dating to the
Late Middle Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period. wo Thus,
if the Egyptians have a settlement in the deserts or oases, chose

finds should be treated in the same capacity as finds in the ;\'ilc
Valley.
M,mfred Bietak also argued that the Pan-Grave originated in
the Eastern Desert because there seems to be an inordinate
number of Pan-Grave cemeteries bunched around the mouth of
W,1di Allaqi. 101 However, that apparent concentration is likely an
archaeological illusion. There is a similar conglomeration of C(;roup ccmcccrics at the mouth of the \Vadi Allaqi,w 2 which has
never been used to ,trgue for a C-Group homeland in the Eastern
Desert. Moreover, by 1966, the area in from uf Wadi Allaqi was
one of the most densely surveyed archaeological zones in the Nile
Valley. It had received several archaeological rnrveys as well as
extensive archaeologkal work in the nearby region for almost 50
years, ranging from the initial surveys of Arthur Weigall co the
early surveys of the UNESCO rnmpaign beginning in I 959. 1'"·1 In
these wrveys, the investigators recorded everything tl1at they
encountered, whereas excavators in Egypt in the early 20th century
excavated sites at which they wanted to work. Thus, Pan-Grave
finds in Egypt proper were not always recorded; only in recent
years have archaeologists started recording all of the Pan-Grave
material on their sites. 101 Pan-Crave sites are now so numerous in
Upper Egypt, that it is no longer worth mapping where individual
sherds are found because, in some places, they can be found every
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few kilometers. For example, when Bieta.k mapped Pan-Grave
finds at Abydos, he noted their occurrence only in comb CS6 of
Peer's north eemecery. 101 However, recent published and
unpublished work in the greater Abydos region noted Pan-Grave
pottery at a minimum of 10 different locations around the site
(Figure 2). 1111; Had Bietak known about all these sherds across
Abydos, chc location would have received at lease 10 docs on his
map, which could also have seemed like a significanc clustering of
Pan-Grave material at the mouth of a different wadi. It seems
more reasonable now to interpret the clustering ofPan-Grave sites
near Wadi Allaqi as indicative of the sure of survey in the Nile
Valley in 1966 rather chan as an indication of a Pan-Grave
homeland.
Part ofthe problem with interpreting Pan-Grave material has
been that the analysis and theories used co explain this evidence
have been different from those used to interpret similar evidence
for the C-Group or the Kenna cultures. For example, all three
archaeological cultures often include shells from chc Red Sea in
their tombs. However, when these shells are in Pan-Grave combs,
excavators explain chat they indicate the pastoral nomadic
movements ofthese people,107 while shells in Kenmt and C-Group
combs arc explained as evidence of trade.1118 Similarly, scholars have
aq,•ucd chat incised diagonal decoration on Pan-Grave ceramics
indicates chat they are the same cultural group as the Mokram
Group,109 and yet simihr decorations on Pre-Kenna pottery and
ceramic traditions from the Southern Achai dating as early as 3000
llCE arc explained only as advanced cultural contact and tradc. 110
In fact, looking at the Eastern Desert of Sudan again, much more
archaeological evidence for the C-Group has been discovered in
that region th,m for the Pan-Grave. 111 Yer no scholar has put forth
an alternative hypothesis that the C-Group is chc same as the
Mcdjay. The result of chis double standard in our interpretation
techniques has been to reinforce pre-established categories as
culturally significant. Thus, I urge scholars to examine the
assumptions behind each interpretation chat they make about
material from all Nubian archaeological cultures. Rarely should
one use different lines of reasoning to explain Pan-Grave material
culture from chose used to explain the C-Group or Kerma
cultures.
A few recent studies have added to the narrative that the PanGrave are from the Eastern Desert because they supposedly
maintained a pastoral nomadic economy. T his argument
originally stems from the connection between the Pan-Grave and
the Medjay ( who were in part pastoral nomads). 112 Yet scholars
justify this argument through the Pan-Grave archaeological
remains. They point co the Pan-Grave's small ccmctcty sizes that
indicate extended families and the Pan-Grave connection with
animals, especially gazelles which come from the deserc. 113 Yet
pastoral nomadic economies should he distinguished from
pastoral economies (not nomadic) . In a pastoral nomadic
economy, families would herd animals in the desert for
approximately half of the year and then move the animals to the
Nile Valley or other places with water during the remaining
times. 114 On the other hand, JXtstoral economies would involve

moving herds along the Nile Valley, hut not include taking their
herds deep into the high desert. M,my members of the C-Group
maintained a pastoralist economy along the Nile Valley.11 1
Archaeologists have demonstrated chat the C-Group also have a
strong connection with animals and chat some of their cemeteries
are small enough for extended families. 1 16 le is unclear why we
continue to call the bearers of the Pan-Grave culture pastoral
nomads, while we call the bearers of the C-Group culture
pastoralists. From the evidence that we have, we can say chat the
Pan-Grave peoples were fXtstoralists. But were they nomadic? The
evidence for this Luer distinction is still lacking. 117
Occasionally, the C-Group and the Pan-Grave do seem to be
different. That is true of their skeletons from Sayala. Bietak had
noted that the Pan-Grave skeletons were larger and more robust
than the C-Group skeletons at chat site. He used chis fact as
evidence that the Pan-Grave would h,tve been mercenaries and
that the C-Group may have been indigenous to the Nile Valley
while the Pan-Grave originated from d scwhcrc.118 However,
several problems exist with this data. First, Biecak as well as several
reviewers of his book noted that the C-Group skeletons have a
"very strong local variability" and are not like che C-Group
skeletons elscwhcrc. 119 Second, the sample size for both the CGroup and the Pan-Grave skeletons is extraordinarily small. Only
9 C-Group male skeletons and 6 C-Group female skeletons were
complete enough to examine for "rncial" characteristics. 12n
Similarly, only 7 Pan-Grnve male skeletons ,md no Pan-Grnve
female skeletons were complete enough to examine.121 This is not
a statistically significant sample from which we can extract large
demographic information. Moreover, the diff-erences in these
skeletons were attributed to "race," bur might have been caused by
other factors such as diet or gene-flow. The results from Sayala
should not be applied to Pan-Grave or C-Group skeletons across
;ill of Egypt and Sudan. !look forward co physical anthropologists
completing ocher studies of Pan-Grave skeletons in che future.
If you recall, Weigall, Save-Soderbergh, and others supposed
that chc Mcdjay and the Pan-Grave were the same because they
were both mercenaries on the side of the Egyptians during the
Second Intermediate Period. This second line of reasoning hinges
on two false assumptions: chat the Medjay appear only as soldiers
in Egyptian texts and art and that the appearance of weapons in
Pan-Grave cemeteries, the presence of Nubian ceramics in
Egyptian fortresses, and the distribution of Pan-Grave cemeteries
in the territory controlled by Dynasty 17 can result only from
military involvement.
The emphasis on the Mcdjay as soldiers privileges one
category of evidence for their role in Egyptian society over others.
Several other texts exist in which they did not function as
mercenaries, such as the Lahun Papyri, 122 the autobiography from
Gcbclein, 123 and even the sarcophagus ofAshyit. 124 Notably, in his
biography, Weni hired soldiers from several different Nubian and
Libyan groups as mercenaries; the Medjay were not the only group
who acted as soldiers. 125 The Medjay of the Old Kingdom to
Second lntcrmcdiacc Period carried out many different jobs, only
one ofwhich may have been a mercenary. Similarly, the reference
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the Medjay as soldiers in the Tomb of Mehu is not compelling,
because by Dyn,tsty 18, che word lvfetijay is an occupational cicle
rather chan ,m ethnic group's n,une. 126 This definition should not
be applied anachronistically. As for the rdi:rcnccs to Mcdjay in
the Kamose stela, yes it seems chat some contingents of Medjay
were fighting as mercenaries at chat time. 12i Nevertheless, other
groups of non-Egyptians must have been fighting ,ts mercenaries
during chc Second Inccrmcdiacc Period for the E!:,ryptians. 128 Thus,
even if some Mcdjay were mercenaries and some Pan-Grave were
mercenaries, we cannot directly match one textual tradition to one
arch,teological culture because many of both existed.
The evidence for the Pan-Grave as mercenaries during che
Second Intermediate Period suffers from similar problems. First,
the concept of "a warlike race" results from a type of historical
reasoning about "races" that was lost by the wayside long ago.129
From Pan-Grave archaeological contexts, we know that several
individual, probably worked as soldiers. For example, the
namesake of the Pan-Grave bucranium with the picture of the
man wielding an axe w,ts lilcely a soldier.1.\0 The owner of ,m
E!:,ryptian style axe with the name of chc king inscribed on it was
likely a soldier. 111 However, not every Pan-Grave person, nor even
every person with weapons in their tombs can be considered a
soldier; several tombs ofwomen and children also h,td weapons. 132
Weapons appear only in ,1 selection of Pan-Grave cemeteries;
typically they arc the larger cemeteries in U ppcr E!:,rypt, like
Mostagedda or Balabish, rather than cemeteries in Lower
Nubia.ui Moreover, concempora1)' C-Group,u4 Kerma,rn and
Egyptian tombs 136 all have we,tpons in chem. So m,myweapons are
known from Kcrma cumuli chat Henriette Hafsaas-Tsalws
recently argued for chc appearance of a warrior class at Kcrma. 137
Thus, the inclusion of weapons in some tombs is more likely a
reflection of contemporary mortuary cradicions. If we were to try
co link che Medj,ty of che Egyptian textual record with an
archaeological culture through the appearance of weapons, how
would we know which one the right group is?
Weigall's reason for the Pan-Grave people to be mercenaries
for the Egyptians was discredited shortly after his work was
published. His claim that the appearance of"Pan-Gravc" ceramics
in Egyptian fortresses indicates where chc Pan-Grave were
employed is incorrect because he was misinterpreting ceramics of
the C-Group and Kerma as belonging to the Pan-Grave. m
Save-Soderbergh's alignment of Pan-Grave cemeteries only in
the are,t controlled by the Thebn Dynasts is the rem.tining reason
for the Pan-Grave people to be considered mercenaries for the
E!:,ryptians (Fi!:,'lirc 1). This reason was first discredited by Kemp
and later Bourriau who pointed out Pan-Grave sherds and
cemeteries (respectively) chat appear north of this border. 139
However, this reason has come back in vogue 140 in p,trt because the
Pan-Grave cemetery once thought to be at Dahshur, may instead
belong to the Kerma culture,111 and no one has been able to
confirm the cemetery at Qasr el-Sagha as belonging to the PanGrave. Reg,1rdless, che majority of Pan-Grave cemeteries exist
south of Aswan (Fi!:,'llrc 1), out of chc control of the Thcban
Dynasts. Ryholt tried to explain their anachronistic appearance in
to

Lower Nubia claiming that each of these cemeteries was ,tssociaced
to camps belonging to Pan-Grave mercenaries fighting with
Kamosc and Ahmosc at the very end of the Second Intermediate
Period. 142 This suggestion places the youngest Pan-Grave
cemeteries in Lower Nubia. However, de Souza supports chat th e
oldest Pan-Grave cemeteries were in Lower Nubi,t, and chey
progress northward based on material culcurc, architectural form,
and measures of E!:,ryptianization. 143 Even if some bearers of chc
Pan-Grave culture worked as mercenaries, the alignment of
control ,ts sec up by Sii.ve-Soderbergh does not support the specific
link between the Medjay .md the Pan-Grave. 144
Only Arthur Wcigall and lacer 13rucc Trigger advocated chc
last main reason to equate the Pan-Grave and the Medjay. They
noted an inscription of a man named Humay who held the title
"Medjay of his Majesty" at a ledge shrine at Gebel Agg in Lower
Nubi,t. 14s This is a family inscription th,tt also depicts Hu may' s
parents and siblings as well as their titles. 14" At the top of the low
desert beneath chis inscription, a mixture of Nubian and Egyptian
pottery was found, which both Weigall and Trigger called "PanGrave,"147 but is in fact much more diverse. Simpson noted that
this deposit included ,1 loc of ash, bone, cooking refuse, ,md ocher
cooking pots as if it were the debris of watchmen on this ledge. H 8
Instead of justifying the connection between chc Medjay and the
Pan-Grave, it is more likely that the family inscription on the ledge
is not contemporary with che waste of the watchmen found below.
Or even if they are contemporary, they likely would not have been
created by the same people.
In short, there is no substantial justification to identify the
bearers of the Pan-Grave culture with the Eastern Desert, nor is
there evidence co equate the Medjay and the P,m-Grave. Even if
there were overlap between some individual Mcdjay and
individual Pan-Grave people, scholars investigating the Mcdjay or
the Pan-Grave should not generalize their conclusions to all
members of both groups. The two words should not be used
interchangeably.
WHERE TO Go FROM HERE

Nothing that I have said is meant as a personal attack on the
scholarship of any of the researchers mentioned previously. Each
theory presented here can be viewed as a product of its time and
consistent with the evidence that its author elucidated. I would,
however, like co caution people from simply referencing the
established theories without being circumspect abouc the
evidence, or che relative lack of evidence, behind chem. Overall, I
think chat, for 110 years, Pan-Grave scholarship has gone down a
wrong path. On this path, the Pan-Grave were assumed to be
warlike. On this path, they were assumed to have migrated into
E!:,rypt from the Eastern Desert to have worked as mercenaries and
then assimilated into E!:,ryptian culture. And on this path scholars
treated every piece of Pan-Grave evidence as ifit were indicative of
a specific Pan-Grave ethnicity. My m,tin goal has been inste,td to
jump start a dialogue about the identity of the Pan-Grave people
that has laid dormant for several years now because of the
established Pan-Grave to Mcdjay equation.
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Medjay equation

closed vessel forms for che hearers of the Pan-Grave culture, as

le,tds co a new question: Who were che bearers of che Pan-Grave

This deconstruction of the Pan-Grave

opposed to chose of che C-Group or Kerma cultures, may instead

culture, especially if they were not the Mcdjay? This question will
cake several monographs written by various scholars before we
come to a reliable answer. For now, I only wish to make a few

point to a different type of shift in their identity, one that docs not

observations and suggestions to point us forward. First we know
chat chere arc several cultural atllnicics between the bearers of the

geographic, occupational, demographic, or even religious type of

to

Pan-Grave culture and the bearers of chc C-Group and the Kcrma
cultures. We additionally know that the majority of Pan-Grave
cemeteries are found along che Nile Valley in Upper Egypt and
Lower Nubia, and only small amounts of Pan-Grave sherds have
been found north, south, cast, or west ofthat area. Lastly, we know
that there is no basis for the Pan-Grave to have ever been
connected with the Eastern Desert in particular.
Moreover, the "appearance" of the Pan-Grave archaeological
culture in Upper Egypt and Lower Nu hia at the end of the Middle
Kingdom still needs to be exphined. In the past, scholars
suggested chat this culture muse have come from somewhere else,
a theory of migration. Yet there are few Pan-Grave archaeological
remains in any direction that predate those in the Nile Valley.
Couldn't we consider factors of cultural change in our theories
other than simply migration?
Although this theory has not been explored before, I would
like to suggest as a possible scenario to explore that the Pan-Grave
arch,teological culture came from within populations already
living in the Nile Valley. Based on their use of animals in their
mortuary remains, some may have been pastoraliscs herding their
animals along the Nile, like the C-Group. Egyptologists for the
last 100 years have assumed that the Pan-Grave represented a
completely separate ethnicity from the C-Group or Kenna
cultures. However, che lack of internal phasing and che hck of

represent an isolated group. As opposed to an ethnic difference,
perhaps

the

Pan-Grave

archaeological

remains

represent

identity, distinct hut related to the C-Group or Kenna cultures.
In all likelihood, it is a significant factor that the Pan-Grave
culture "appears" in Upper E1:,,ypt and Lower Nubia only when the
Egyptian government starts to lose power during times of political
and economic stress, che Lace Middle Kingdom. Anthropologists
have convincingly shown chat during times of social,
environmental, and economic stress or conflict, groups of people
sharpen the boundaries between their personal identities. There
is a distinct increase in the number of markers used to separate
identity by focusing on differences rather than the blending of
cultures during those cimes. 149 Markers of identity also occur more
frequently in areas of contact than areas of isohcion. iso They
become salient clements of interactions between groups. Is it
possible chat the Pan-Grave ancestors were always in the Nile
Valley, but when the government and economy started to go
downhill, chose living in areas controlled by the Egyptians reacted
by emphasizing their individuality in Pan-Grave type cemeteries?
Alas, the study of Pan-Grave identity needs co begin afresh
because they are not connected with the Medjay and they are not
connected with the Eastern Desert. I encournge archaeologists co
look for previously unseen trends in Pan-Grave data. I urge
scholars to apply difforcnt theoretical and scientific models to our
evidence. And I hope that the field challenges the ideas that I put
forth in this article in order to move the dialogue forward rather
than just accepting che status quo.
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list s further bibliography and corrects the classification
of some sherds, see David Aston, "hom the Deep South
to the far North: Nubian Sherds from Khacan'a and
'Ezbcc Hclmi (Tell cl-Dab'a)," in Irene Forstner-Muller
and Pamela Rose (eds.), Nubian Potteryfi·om T.gyptian

Cultural Contex ts of'the Middle and Early New Kingdom
(\\Tien: UAI, 2012), 164). For areas around the Fourth
cataract, see Derek Welsby, "The Merowe Dam
Archaeological Salvage Project," in \V. Godlewski and
A. Lajtar (eds.), Between the Calm-acts: ProceedingJ o/'the
11'1' Confi:renff }or Nuhian Studies. Part One: lviain
Papers (Warsaw, 2008), 37; Geoff Emberling, Bruce
Williams, et ,1{., "Peripheral Vision: Idcncicy at chc
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International Conji:renff } or Nubian Studies (Leuven:

altiigyptischen Keramik (Mainz am Rhein: Verlag
Philipp von Zabcrn, 1981 ), 25-42. Ycc rcecnclv more
scholars have seen this process of acrnlturatiot; ,1s an
active individual process, sec Aaron de Souza "The
Egyptianisation of the Pan-Grave Culture: A new Look
at an Old Idea,'' The Bulletin o/the Austr.-z!ian Cenh'efor

Peeters, 2014), 329-336; Geoff Emberling and Bruce
\Villiams, "The Kingdom of Kush in the 4th Catara.ct:
Archaeological salvage of the Oriental Institute Nubian
Expedition 2007 season (part I). Preliminary report on
the sites of Hosh d-Guruf and El-\Viday," Gdansk
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Archaeological Museum Aji·ican Reports 1 (1998): 116,
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articles in Irene Forstner-Mliller and Pamela Rose (eds.),
Nubian Pottery Ji·om Egyptian Cultural Contexl.' o/1he
Middle and Early New Kingdom (Wien: UAI, 2012).
Also for chc sire ofAbydos, sec endnote l 06.
For major works on the C-Group, Kerma, and PanGrave combs, see among ochers: Biecak 1966: Biecak
1968; Savc-Sodcrbergh 1989; Manfred Biccak, "The CGroup and Pan-Grave Culture in Nubia," in Tomas
Hiigg (ed.), Nubirm Culture Past ,md Present: Main
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Nuhian Studies in Uppsala 11-16 August, 1986
(Stockholm: Alrnqvist & \'7iksell International, 1987),
113-128; Henriette Hafsaas, Crittle Pastomlists in a
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Nubia 2500-1500 BCE (Bergen: University of Bergen,

2006); David N. Edwards, The Nubian Past: An
Archaeology of' the Sud,m (London: Routledge, 2004),
75-111; Laszlo Torok, Between 'J'wo rVorlds: 'J'he
Frontier Region between Ancient Nuhia and E.._rr;ypt
3700BC - 500 AD (Leiden: Brill Academic Publishers,
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2009), 92-118.
In addition co che references from endnote 13, for fauna!
remains as an indication of cultic activities, see Pernille
Bangsgaard, "Animal deposits at H29, a Kermil ,1nden
cemetery in the Northern Dongola Reach," Sudan &
Nuhia 18 (2014): 20-25; Pernille Bangsgaard, "Nubian
Fauna! Practices - Exploring the C-Group 'Pastoral
Ideal' at Nine Cemeteries,'' in The Fourth Cataract ,md
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Garro, et a/. 2009, 32-33.
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in endnote 13, as well as Serena Giuliani, "Defining PanGrave Pottery," in Karla Kroeper et ai. (eds.),
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Archaeology oj'F.arly Northellstern Africa: In lviemory of
Lech Krz:yianiak, (Poznan: Poman Archaeological
Museum, 2006), 647-658; Brigitte Gracien, Les Cultures
Kenn,1: Essai de Classification (Lille: Publications de
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l'Universite de Lille III, 1978); Gatto, et al. 2009, 39-42.
GiuLani 2006, 648; de Souza 2013, 114. For references
co closed forms in C>Group and Kenna ceramics, sec
endnote I 5.
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Sec among ochers Biccak 1968; Graticn 1978.
Both Janine Bourriau ( 1981, 25-42) and Bruce Williams
("Archaeulo&'Y and Historical Problems of the Second
lnrcrmcdiarc Period," D issertation, University of
C hicago, 1975, esp. 194-199) f1rst attempted t o f1gure
our rhe internal chronology of Pan-Grave combs based
on the rate of acculturation. H owever, Eric Cohen
(1992, esp. 33-62) and Claudia Naser (2012, 87) argued
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Aaron de Souza (2013, esp. I 14-115) rei ntroduced the
idea that the rectangular shaped comb with supine burial
relates co a lacer chronological phase of Pan-Grave
culture but now specific to J\.fiddle Egypt.
William Y. Adams, Nubia: Corridor to Aji·ica (London:
Penguin Books Led, 1977), 142-162; Trigger 1965. For
the northern most C-Group sit e, see Renee Friedman,
''The N ubian Cemetery at Hierakonpo lis, Egypt. Results
of the 2003 Season: Excavation of the C-Group
Cemetery at HK27C," Sudan & Nubia 8 (2004): 46-52;
Renee Friedman, "The Nubian Cemetery at
Hie.rakonpoLs, Egypt. Results of che 2007 Season: The
C-Group Cemetery at Locality HK27C," Sudiln &
Nuhia 11 (2007): 57-71.
Adams 1977, 196-214; Edwards 2004, 75-78. For an
example of a Kenna cemetery between the fourth and
hfch C ata.races, see Claudia Naser, "Die Humboldt
University N uhian F.xpedition 2006 Arbciccn aufUs und
Mograr," Antike Sudiln 17 (2006): 90-9 1, 102-104.
ror example, some Pan-Grave ceramics at Nag dQarmila have straw, sand, and sometimes dung as
temper, while ochers only a few kilometers away at
Sheikh Mohamed contained straw, sand, mica, ash, and
inclusions of w hite clay. Regionalism in fabrics was
common (Gatto, et al. 2009, 39; J\.faria Carmela Gatto,
el al., "Pan-Grave Pottery from Nag el-Qarmila and
Sheikh !v!ohamcd Cemeteries in Gharb Aswan," in Irene
Forstncr-J\.fo!lcr and Pamela Rose (eds.), J.Vuhian Pottery
from E,gyptiiln Cultural Contexts o/the ,'vfiddle K ingdom
andEarly New Kingdom (Wien: UAI, 2012), 96-100).
de Souza 3013, 111-112. In general. Pan-Grave combs
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Egypt do not (Naser 2012, 88-89). Some exceptions do
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supcrscrucmres (Renee Friedman, "Nubians at
Hierakonpolis: Excavations in the Nubian Cemeteries,"
Sudan & Nubia 5 (200 1): 34-36) and Dakka in Lower
Nubia do nor have supcrscrucmres (Biccak 1966, 67) .
Aaron de Souza, personal communication. Also see de
Souza 2013, 109-126.
for an overview of C-Group cemeteries that mentions
differences between chem, sec Hafaaas 2006, esp. 24-34;
Bietak 1968. For the Kerma, compare contemporary
cemeteries at Sai Island (Brigitte Gracien, Sai' I: L a
necmpole Kerma (l'aris: Presses du CNRS, 1986)) with
those in the capital of Kerma (George A Reisner,
Excavations ,11 Kerrna Part I (Cambridge: Harvard
University l'rcss, 1923), esp. 61-102) and elsewhere.
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1997), 5-6, 26-29.
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Region - Diverse Perspectives (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2013),
139-142.
Bietak 1966, 61-78.
E.g. David O'Connor, "Nubian Archaeological Material
of the First to the Second Intermediate Period: An
Analytical Study" Dissertation, Cambridge, 1969, 200206; Bruce G. Trigger, Nubia under the Pharaohs
(Boulder Colorado: Westview Press, 1976), 104-106;
Karim Sadr, "The Territorial Expanse of the Pan-Grave
Culture," Archeologie du Nil Moyen 2 (1987): 265-291;
Karim Sadr, "The Medjay in Southern Atbai,"
Archeologie du Nil Moyen 4 (1990): 63-86. Even more
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Save-Soderbergh 1941, 135.
E.g. Bietak 1966, 70-75; Bietak 1987, 124-125; Meurer
1996, 105-107, 123; Save-Soderbergh 1989, 10-11, 18;
Cohen 1992, 181-183.
E.g. Sam Lucy, "Ethnic and Cultural Identities," in
Margarita Diaz-Andreu et al. (eds.), The Archaeology of
Identity: Approaches to Gender, Age, Status, Ethnicity
and Religion (London: Routledge, 2005), 86, 88, 91;
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fur agyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde 87 (1962):
100-102; Karola Zibelius-Chen, "Die Kubanstele
Ramses' IL und die nubischen Goldregionen," in
Catherine Berger et al. (eds.), Hommages ajean Leclant
(Cairo: IFAO, 1994), 411-417. Also see Liszka, in
preparation, From Pastoral Nomads to Policemen.
Zibelius 1972, 133-137; Karola Zibelius-Chen, "Die
Medja in altagyptischen Quellen," Studien zur
altdgyptischen Kultur 36 (2007): 391-405.
Several physical anthropologists worked on the
preliminary and more extensive results of this material.
See Wilhelm Ehgartner and Johann Jungwirth,
"Anthropologische Angaben uber die Skelette der CGruppen- und Pan-Graber aus dem Bezirk Sayala,
Agyptisch-Nubien," in Ausgrabungen in Sayala-Nubien
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(\Vein: Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der
\X'issenschaften, 1984), esp. 188- 191; Hietak 1987, 123.
Ehgartner and Jungwirth 1966, 87-88; Biecak 1987, 123.
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"Anthropological Analysis of the Pan-Grave Culcure of
Nubia and Eh'}'Pt," in Jan Jelinek (ed.), Alan and His
Origins (Prague: Anthropological Institute of rhe
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never published. Also see Friedman 2001, 37-38; Save·
Soderbergh 1989, 15, 18, 168; Mindy Piere, et al., "Nag
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Season
2007,"
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no. 1 (2014): 13.
Scrouhal andJunh•wirch 1984, esp. 185-187, 190-191.
Biecak 1966, 7 I.
Bierak I 966, 71.
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cemeteries (Sec endnote 9).
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O'Connor I 969, 22-23.
Biecak I 966, 70.
Bierak 1966, 70; J.W. Crowfoot, "Some Potsherds from
Kassala," /ournal <,/' .c;'()'ptian Archaeology 14 ( 1928):
112-116.
Biecak 1966, 70-71.
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this time comes from Semna Dispatch 3, that states that
the "desert is dying of hunger" (Bietak 1966, 74; Biecak
1987, 125; Meurer 1996, 105-107, 123; c;,mo 201 4,
14). However, no other evidence for this environmental
stress exists from this time, and it is more likely that this
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Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period c. 2686-15 52
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History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
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Trigger 1989, 148-206.
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Beitriige zu.r Sud,mforschung 6 ( 1996): 20-22.
Sadr 1987, esp. 270-279. Also see Sadr 1990, 63-87.
Sadr 1987, 283-286.
Similar decorative techniques are found th roughout
northeast Africa. See Frank Raymond \X'inchdl, "The
Bucana c;roup Ceramics and their Place in the Neolithic
and Post-Neolithic Eras of Northeast Africa" PhD
Dissertation, Southern Methodist University, 1992;
Rudolf Gerharz, /ebel Aioya (Berlin: Akademie Verlag,
1994), 140, 330-331; Inge Hofinann, "Bcitrag zur
Herkunft der Pfannengr,iber-Leute," in \X'olfgang Voigt
{ed.), 7,eitschri/i de,· Deutschen M orgenliindischen
Gesells,haji:
Supplementa
I: XVII.
Deutscher
Orientalistent,,g (\\Tiesbadcn: Franz Steiner Verlag
GMHH, 1969), 1117- 1118; Manzo 2012a, 77-78, 8182; Andrea .\ianzo, "Typological, Chronological and
Functional Remarks on the Ceramic Materials of
Nubian Type from the Middle Kingdom Harbour of
Mersa/ Wadi Gawasis, Red Sea, E 6,ypt," in Irene
rorscner-Mi.iller and Pamda Rose (eds.), Nubian Pottny
{i-om 1:.;~ptian Cultural Contexts o/the Middle Kingdom
and D1rly New Kingdom (\Vien: UAI, 2012b), esp. 224;
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the Regional Dimensions of the Agordat Pottery Based
on Decoration Techniques and Patterns," ]\lyame
Akuma73 (2010): 92-102.
Williams 1975, 635. Recently N,ise1· t ried to answer this
problem of chronology by pointing out chat the term
lvledja-land is prevalent in che Old Kingdom and th e
cthnonym, Mcdjay-pcoplc, only rises in the late 12'h
Dynast y as in the Sem na Dispatches (2012, 84). Thus
she connects the rise of the echnonym with th e
appearance of Pan-C;ravc pottery. However, people of
Medja-land were referred to in Old Kingdom and t he
ethnonym becomes prevalent in the early Middle
Kingdom (Liszka, in preparation, From Pastoral
Nom,uls to Policemen). This occurrence is more likely a
coincidence.
Hans Barnard, "The Archaeoloh'Y of Pastoral Nomads
between the Nile a.11d the Red Sea," in Jeffrey Szuchman
{ed.), Nom,uis, Trihes, and the Stllte in the Ancient N ear
Ea.</: Cross-Di.<ciplina,y Perspeelives ( Chicago: The
Oriental Institute, 2009), 15-19.
Naser 2012, 80-89.
See endnot e 70.
Several scholars have examined. the role of archaeoloh'Y•
material culture, and ethnicity, see esp. Jones 1997; Lucy
2005, 86-109.
In addition rn the work in endnote 81, sec Ma.11zo 20 I 2a,
80-81 {see his references); Ian Shaw, "Life on the Edge:
Gemstones, Politics and Stress in the Desert of Egypt
and Nubia," in Renee Friedman (ed.), EKJp! and Nubia:
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2002), 247; Ian Shaw and Robert Jameson, "Amethyst
Mining in the Eastern Desert: A Preliminary Survey at
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Work at Wadi el-Hudi," Egyptian Archaeology 46
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See endnote 74.
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Kemp 1983, 170.
Recently, Claudia Naser has tried to explain how the
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